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Beautiful Work

NotesNACE

KEVIN HUININK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The central focus of this edition of 
NACE Notes is celebrating beautiful 
work by our students.  It’s difficult to 
place a finger on what this is always, as 
beauty can be subjective.  When asked 
what beauty is, often respondents 
have a difficult time describing it, oth-
er than ‘you just know it when you see 
it!’  In school, beauty is often exhibited 
by process and growth in a student, a 
growth in their abilities and in the need 
it fulfills as a finished work.  At NACE, we 
continue to nudge closer toward work 
and projects that have students do ‘real 

work that meets a real need for real 
people’.  It also means taking a look at 
our first draft of work, and inviting and 
responding to peer and teacher feed-
back and then improving once, twice, 
sometimes more rather than submit-
ting and just waiting for the final mark 
to find out if we ‘did good’ or not.  This 
shift in how we educate asks us serious 
questions about student engagement, 
about working for God and not 
for marks, about what our 
gifts are (all kinds of 
minds!!) and how we 
apply them to the best 
...continued on page 2

INSPIRING STUDENTS TO LOVE, LEARN, AND LEAD  TOGETHER IN  GOD’S WORLD!
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DIANA BRUNSVELD, GRADE ONE - CCS

All year long we have been striving to 
produce beautiful work, but learning is 
often a process that does not start out 
beautiful. However, in May we did 
celebrate an exceptional example of 
BEAUTIFUL WORK!!

In September when I asked students what they hoped to 
accomplish in grade one I had the ordinary suggestions 

like learning to read, count to 100 etc. Several students 
then asked about the bird boxes that the grade ones 
did last year; the ones they had seen when they came 
for grade one orientation, the ones that they had heard 
all about from siblings and friends! “We’re going to do 
that!” was the conclusion of the discussion! The students 
learned something about being patient.

It took us a bit of time to learn some of the background 
knowledge necessary to make these bird shoebox hab-
itats, and to formulate a “Driving Question” We revised 
it three times and finally the third one, with a little help 

Our Beautiful Bird Boxes

...continued on page 4

...continued from page 1

Illustrating the Bible
BY KAREN BYLSMA - GRADE ONE - JKCS

Earlier this year, students in Grade 1/2 completed a Bible unit 
on the miracles of Jesus. There were 12 miracles and we have 
24 students in the class, a perfect number to do some more 
work with these stories.  I asked Mrs. Koornneef, our JK teach-
er if my students could create a book for her students.  This 
would give the Grade 1/2 class a purpose for writing and an 
authentic audience to share it with.  Students paired up and 
chose a story to focus on.  They reread the story and then 
watched several YouTube videos of their stories.  Once they 
knew the story very well, students wrote the stories in their 
own words.  

The second, and biggest, part was all about pictures to go 
with the stories.  We started by watching a short video called 
“Austin’s Butterfly”.  In it, a student draws a butterfly and then, 
with comments and suggestions from his classmates, he is 
able to do several drafts and come up with a drawing that 
looks much like a real monarch butterfly.  The Grade 1/2 stu-
dents were in awe over how this could be done!  We talked 
about how it takes practice and perseverance to improve on 
our pictures and make beautiful work.  The students chose a 
colouring page to go with their stories.  They made the first 
draft of their picture and then conferenced with their class-
mates.  Students gave each other pointers and suggestions 
and then they each went off to create another draft.  It was 

incredible to watch them take those ideas and work them into 
their new pictures.   After several conferences and drafts, stu-
dents were able to make their own pictures look much like the 
ones they had been trying to copy!  Students mounted their 
original picture, all of their drafts and their written stories onto 
bristol board so they could all be seen at once.

The next step was to take their stories and pictures to the 
JK class.  Grade 1/2 students practiced what they would say 
to the JK friends.  Then they read their stories, showed their 
pictures and explained the whole draft process.  They rotated 
groups and were able to do this several times with the JK stu-
dents.  They did a wonderful job of explaining why they did 
what they did!

The final step was to put all of the stories and pictures into 
book form for the students to enjoy.  While it was a lengthy 
process from start to finish, students learned much about 
what it takes to persevere, and it was well worth the 
beautiful work that was created!

of our ability.
Of course, there’s also the celebration of a milestone as we bid farewell to 
our grade eight students who graduate to their secondary educational 
journey!  
At NACE, we wish all of our students, families, and supporters a safe and 
blessed summer.  We are excited to see you again in September for a new 
year of inspiring one another to love, learn, and lead together in God’s world!
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from Mr. Huinink was good, “I can learn about how God 
has made one bird special and make a shoebox habitat 
so I can teach others about it.” Now the class had a reason 
for making a bird habitat. 

Students were divided into bird groups: backyard birds, 
flightless birds, water birds, ocean birds, etc. Each of our 
sessions started out with a mini-lesson about a feature 
of a bird, such as a habitat, wing shape or beak structure 
and usage, food. Each time the students were given one 
aspect of their bird. On two occasions our grade Five 
buddies came to show us how to find information on the 
Internet using the Chromebooks computers. The next 
five sessions students had to complete their research by 
themselves, with support from two teachers. 

Next, students had to summarize the daily questions on 
to one sheet stating the most important information, co-
lour a picture of their bird correctly and mount a maga-
zine/calendar photo of their bird on to a poster. After all 
of this was done they were able to make an accurate bird 
habitat! 

Oh what joy and eagerness they expressed! Magazines 
were scoured for backgrounds such as pictures of des-
erts, oceans, backyards, forests and lakes. Next trees, cliffs 
and nests were made from rocks, tree branches, feathers, 
plasticine, pipe cleaners, glue, leaves and any others ma-
terials that the grade one community could find to build 
their bird habitats The sharing and discussions were such 
a wonderful part of the activity. There was always a noisy 
buzz of excitement until we got the habitats finished. The 
class was especially happy to show their grade Five bud-
dies what they had accomplished. 

The grade One class persevered, and their bird habitats 
turned out to be works of art... astoundingly beautiful, 
and the class was able to share what they had learned 
to teach others about how God had creatively made the 
bird they had chosen.  

Service is Beautiful

Sometimes, beautiful work comes about when a community 
bonds together to support someone else.  These efforts to 
support those in our neighbourhoods who are weak, sick, 
or needing support are ways in which we can, as schools, 
become the hands and feet of Jesus.

This was a special year for us at NACE as both schools mo-
bilized to raise funds in a big way for an organization in our 
community.  Students were given a challenge to raise mon-
ey through pledges in their families and neighbourhoods 
for the support of McNally House Hospice (JKCS) through a 
‘Hike for Hospice’ and the West Lincoln Memorial Hospital 

Foundation (CCS) through the ‘Peach Bud Run’.

Not only did the schools and students make their efforts fun, 
but they learned more about how these valuable organiza-
tions add value to our region, and really help.  In turn, stu-
dents were able to help and do beautiful work in the name 
of Christ!

Together, NACE schools raised more than $30,000 for our 
community this year, surpassing their own lofty goals for 
support!!! Praise God for His work in and through us!

“Sometimes, beautiful work comes about when a community bonds together ”
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June 20 and 21, 2018 were 
evenings to remember as NACE 

‘‘launched’ 40 students into their future 
educational endeavours.  Our mission is to 

i n - spire students to love, learn, and lead together 
in God’s world, and both evenings spoke into this for 
students, parents, staff, and attendees alike.  As each 
class chose a graduation theme verse, it was beautiful 
to watch as that theme was embraced and unfolded not 
only by their guest speakers, but by the students and the 
ways they shared of themselves through the ceremonies.

Mrs. Blake’s coke can, tree, and references to the ‘wind 
that is Miss Scholman’, and Mr. Kamphuis’ exercise in hav-
ing students water the trees in the sanctuary provided 
both comic and thought-provoking illustrations pointing 
to the gift of a Christian Education.

As we listened to their teachers and some of the class 
history during dinner and to the valedictorian address 
during the ceremony, we were able to thank God once 
again for the ways in which He has worked through Cov-
enant and John Knox into the lives of each of these stu-
dents and their families.  May God continue to bless each 
of you richly, NACE Classes of 2018, as you continue to 
love, learn, and lead!!!

May God 
Continue to 
bless each of 

you richly
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A trip to Australia!!

 Linda Geerts - Grade 4/5 -  CCS
A trip to Australia!!

 Linda Geerts - Grade 4/5 -  CCS

Starting in late November of 2017, the grade 4/5 

class at Covenant began a unit study on the country 

of Australia. This tied into the Creation Studies theme 

of “Our Global Neighbours”. At the beginning of our 

study the students were asked about what kinds of 

things they’d like to discover, and along with the 

teacher’s list, they set out to learn about the history 

and geography of the country, the people and lan-

guages of the past and present, some of the cultural 

elements of Australia, the many wonderful animals 

that live there, and what the land has to offer. 

The class worked to fulfill learning targets such as: I 

can list ways that Canada and Australia are the same 

and different; I can describe one of the unique ani-

mals that live on the Australia continent; I can label 

a map of Australia with its states, capital cities, and 

major landmarks; I can describe facts about daily 

Australian life (such as money, language, holidays 

and food).

We decided to compile all our learning into a live Mu-

seum that we would present to the school and com-

munity. We made a list of learning tasks we hoped to 

accomplish (animal research and reports, slideshows 

to create about the land, aboriginal art, a large floor 

map, a comparison chart of Canada and Australia, 

etc.) as well as organizational tasks including writing 

letters to people who might be our guest speakers, 

who might help us with bigger parts of our presenta-

tion; and also a timeline sketch of when we hoped to 

have our work complete. We chose January 25 - Aus-

tralia Day - as our Museum Day.

During our learning, we had some guest speakers, 

including a Canadian who had lived in Australia for 

a time as well as an Aussie who now lives in Canada! 

He brought us some yummy/interesting Australian 

foods to taste. We took a class walk to the town library 

to learn how to do better research, read information 

from books and encyclopedias, as well as gleaned in-

formation from videos. On the way we came across 

many Aussie words, sayings and slang phrases, so we 

decided to add that to our museum presentation. 

Each student completed a poster display on an Aus-

tralian animal, a slide show about the history or ge-

ography of the country, Aboriginal-style art, and we 

collaborated on our language display, our country 

comparison diagram, and our floor map. We had la-

bels on the map that connected to signposts in the 

gym for our slide presentations. On the museum day, 

we also had a special guest: a live kangaroo! Joey is a 

2-year-old Red Kangaroo who resides in Canada. As 

a final touch, the class decided to offer souvenirs at 

their museum, and each visitor left with a small Aus-

tralian flag. 
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Our schools provide instructional excellence for students from junior kindergarten to grade eight, helping them see that Jesus is Lord of all 
of life and that the amazing world He has made is indeed worthy of our study.

We want students to see that life has meaning, that they have an important role to play in this world, and that they have been 
given gifts and abilities by God so that they can be agents of love and reconciliation in His world.
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The Performing Arts
NACE is extremely blessed to be able to ‘share’ teachers between 
both sites, and has capitalized on that opportunity with the gifts 
and talents of Mrs. Annette Penner, our music teacher, and Mrs. 
Christine Winter, our drama teacher.  Both teachers spend time 
at each school through the year and teach almost every student 
at NACE.  

When we learn about what it takes to produce beautiful work 
and the effort and intentionality that it takes through multiple 
drafts, plenty of revision, tonnes of practice, and perfecting 
something for a real audience, no two academic subjects under-
stand that better than music and drama.  Both music and drama 
also lend themselves well to extra-curricular application beyond 
the classroom.  The excitement and passion for their art shines 
through the work that these two teachers do with our students.

A few highlights include (but are not limited to!)

•	 The development and confidence our students experience in 
public speaking and musical performance (our grandparents 
notice and comment on this often!)

•	 The incredible academic enhancements that both music and 
drama afford (literacy, public speaking, mathematics, compo-
sition, teamwork, perseverance, etc)

•	 Mainstage musicals that tell stories and bring to life concepts 
that students immerse themselves in for an extended period 
of time

•	 The realization that practice is essential for growth and that 
working together (though difficult at times) is worth the ef-
fort in a community of learning

•	 The pride that comes with hard work and a polished final 
product that is shared with an audience beyond themselves, 
their teachers, or their classroom.
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